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SUMMARY: The spinodal decomposition (SD) kinetics of the mixture of polystyrene (PS) and a low molar
mass liquid crystal (LC) (E7) has been studied by means of time-resolved small angle light scattering
(SALS) and polarized optical microscopy (POM). It is found that, in the isotropic spinodal region, the mix-
ture first undergoes an isotropic concentration fluctuation, and then the ordering process that occurs in pure
LC will appear in the LC-rich phase after phase separation. In contrast to that, however, the concentration
and orientation fluctuations take place simultaneously in an anisotropic spinodal region. A rapid phase sepa-
ration via SD was observed in the anisotropic spinodal region due to the fact that the ordered LC phase exclu-
des the polymer coils more strongly than the isotropic region.

I. Introduction
As an important technique for preparing inhomogeneous
composite materials, the spinodal decomposition (SD) of
binary polymer mixtures has attracted theoretical and
experimental attention due to academic interest and their
potential technological importance1–4). In recent years, the
composites composed of microdroplets of low molar
mass liquid crystals in a solid polymer matrix (PDLC) are
promising materials for electro-optical applications5–12).
The simplest way of preparing such materials might be
the thermally induced phase separation by cooling the
homogeneous mixture of LCs and thermoplastic poly-
mers13, 14). The electro-optical performance of the PDLC
materials depends strongly on the morphology of the
phase-separated structure, and this morphology is mainly
determined by both the thermodynamics and the kinetics
of phase separation during the preparation process. Thus,
the understanding of the phase equilibrium and phase
separation dynamics of a mixture of LCs and polymers is
of central importance for optimizing the performance of
PDLC materials. On the other hand, the dynamics of spi-
nodal decomposition in a mixture containing anisotropic
moieties is also an interesting theme for the study of com-
plex fluids or soft matters.

However, there have been only a few reports15–21) on
this kind of research for mixtures with LC as one compo-
nent. Kim and Palffy-Muhoray15, 16) have experimentally
investigated an epoxy-based PDLC system that is formed
via polymerization-induced phase separation of the mix-
ture of LCs and polymers. However, it seems to us that
these studies are limited to the case of SD in a liquid-
liquid (L-L) spinodal region. Our previous linear theoreti-
cal analysis of LC/polymer mixtures has shown that,
except the L-L region, there may exist two other spinodal

regions, i.e., an isotropic region and an anisotropic
region17–19). The theory has also predicted that the SD
kinetics in these two regions is quite different19, 20). In this
paper, we present our experimental results on SD kinetics
of a binary mixture of E7/polystyrene (PS) driven by a
thermal quench into these two regions.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II,
detailed descriptions of the material used in the experi-
ment and the experimental techniques are given. In sec-
tion III, we firstly present the measured phase diagram of
E7/PS mixture together with an anisotropic-isotropic
transition line, theoretically fitted binodal and spinodal
curves. To verify the various spinodal regions, SALS and
POM techniques are used to monitor SD kinetics of the
E7/PS mixture at several LC compositions. Time-evolu-
tion SALS patterns and POM images under Vv and Hv
polarization conditions are presented together with the
discussions. The main conclusions drawn from this work
are summarized in section IV.

II. Experimental part
The materials used in this study are a nearly monodispersed
PS (M

—
n = 5100 andM

—
w/M

—
n a 1.05, E. Merck Inc.) and a

eutectic nematic LC (commercially known as E7, BDH
Ltd.). The nematic liquid crystal, E7, is a mixture of 51
wt.-% 5CB (49-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl), 25 wt.-% 7CB (49-
heptyl-4-cyanobiphenyl), 16 wt.-% 8OCB (49-octoxy-4-cya-
nobiphenyl) and 8 wt.-% 5CT (499-pentyl-4-cyanoterphenyl).
Although the composition of E7 is quite complicated, it just
shows a single nematic-isotropic or anisotropic-isotropic
(NI) transition temperature, i.e.,TNI = 608C.

The PS/E7 samples at various compositions were prepared
by adding a minimum amount of the solvent 1,2-dichloro-
ethane (its volatility is 82.58C) to the PS/E7 mixtures to
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form a homogeneoussolution underambientstirring. Then
the solutionwascaston a glassslide andheatedto 908C on
a hot stage to evaporatethe solvent. This sample was
removedfrom the heatingstageandput into a vacuumoven
at roomtemperaturefor 48 h to completelyremovethe resi-
dual solvent. After solvent evaporation,the sample was
heatedto 908C again and a cover slide was put on top to
makea sandwichsample.In this way, thePS/E7mixturewas
filled betweenthe two glasseswith a gap distanceof L20
lm controlledby a spacer. The final samplewasin a turbid
statebecauseof the refractive index mismatchbetweenE7
andPSdomains.

The phasediagramof E7/PSmixture was determinedby
POM (Leitz, Orthoplan)equippedwith a heatingstageanda
programmabletemperature controller (the accuracyof the
orderis aboutl0.18C). TheE7/PSsamplewasfirst heatedto
808C to form a homogeneoustransparentstateandkept for
20min, andthenwascooleddownslowly at a rateof 0.58C/
min to room temperature.Under the Vv (vertical polarizer
with vertical analyzer)polarizationcondition, therewas no
liquid-liquid (L-L) coexistenceregion abovethe LC transi-
tion temperatureobservedbecauseof the low molecular
weight of PS17–20). Therefore,the Hv (horizontal polarizer
with vertical analyzer)condition was adoptedto determine
thephaseequilibriumpoint at variousLC compositions.The
sameheatingprocedureswererepeated3 l 4 timesfor each
sampleto minimize the experimentaluncertainties.By fit-
ting the experimentalphasediagramwith the phaseequili-
brium theory18–20), the binodal andspinodalcurvescan then
be obtained.Although the spinodalcurve obtainedin this
way is notveryaccurate,webelievethatit cangivea reason-
ableestimationfor theSDregions.

POM and a home-built time-resolvedSALS apparatus
with 7.5 mW He-Ne laser (632.8nm) as a light source22)

wereusedto investigatethe kineticsof spinodaldecomposi-
tion. TheVv andHv scatteringpatternsandtheir correspond-
ing POM imagesaremonitoredandrecordedwith a charge-
coupleddevice(CCD) camera.

III. Resultsand discussion

Phasediagramof E7/PSmixtures

The phaseequilibrium of the mixture of low molecular
LCs andpolymerscanbedescribedby thestatistical ther-
modynamics theory developed in our previous papers17–

20). In this theory, we combine the Flory-Huggins model
for the flexible polymer solutions and the Lebwohl-
Lasher model for the nematogensto derive the free
energy of mixturesof LCs andpolymers17–20):

F�u;S� � u lnu� 1ÿ u

x
ln�1ÿ u� � vLPu�1ÿ u�

ÿu lnZ�u� � 1
2
vLLu

2S2

where u is volume fraction of LC, x is the polymeric
chain length, vLP is the Flory-Huggins interaction para-

meter betweenpolymer chain segmentsand LC mole-
cules, and vLL is Maier-Saupe’s anisotropic interaction
parameterbetweenLC molecules.Z(u) andSareorienta-
tional partition function and order parameter of LC,
respectively, andcanbe calculated by the self-consistent
relations from Maier-Saupe’s theory. Thus, only three
adjustableparameters,i. e.,x, vLP, vLL areneededto calcu-
late the phasediagram. vLL can be directly calculated
from TNI of LC, andvLP can be simply expressed by the
relation vLP = A/T(K)-B. It hasbeenshown that this the-
ory agreeswith the experimentalresultsquite well17,18).
The experimentally measured phase diagram of E7/PS
mixture, together with the calculated anisotropic-isotro-
pic (N-I) line, theoretical binodalcurves,andtwo theore-
tical spinodal curves,areshown in Fig. 1. It canbe seen
that the N-I transition line divides the spinodal region
into two parts,i. e., the isotropic andanisotropic spinodal
regions. Through the fitting procedure, we obtain the
Flory-Huggins interaction parametervLP = A/T(K)-B with
A = 410andB = 0.57.For the detailsof the fitting of the
phasediagram,onecanrefer to our pervious papers17–20).
This phasediagram exhibits an upper critical solution
temperature(UCST)character. However, theliquid-li quid
biphasic coexistent region is not existing. This can be
attributedto thereasonthat,basedon theoreticalgrounds,
both the molecular weight of PS and the Flory-Huggins
interactionparametervLP arenot high enough.

SDkineticsin theisotropicspinodalregion

The SD kinetics of E7/PSmixture in the two spinodal
regions wasstudied by SALS and POM techniques.For
the mixture containing LC asonecomponent,two order
parameters,i. e.,concentrationandorientation orderpara-
meters, should be considered to describe the SD
kinetics20,23,24). According to the light scatteringtheoryof
anisotropic systems25,26), theVv scattering pattern is rele-
vant to the concentration and orientation fluctuations,
however the Hv scattering pattern just attributes to the
orientation fluctuation. Therefore, in order to obtain
information on the concentrationandorientation fluctua-
tions,both Vv andHv scattering patternsshouldbemea-
sured.

In order to studytheSD kineticsin the isotropic spino-
dal region, the samplecontaining 70.1 wt.-% of E7 was
investigated by a thermal quenchfrom 708C to 258C. It
means that this quenchtrajectory is only located in the
left sideof the N-I transition line, i. e., isotropic spinodal
region. We should note that the calculated critical LC
concentrationat N-I transition at 258C is L89 wt.-%. In
Fig. 1, it is denotedasuc. Time-evolution SALS patterns
and the POM images of the isotropic spinodal region
under Vv andHv conditionsareshown in Fig. 2a and2b.
It canbeseenthata typical isotropic “spinodalring” scat-
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tering pattern is observedin the Vv scattering when the
evolutiontime is lessthan5 seconds(t a 5s).Thisscatter-
ing patternis independentof the azimuthal angle l and
canbe attributed to the concentration fluctuation.Within
thisperiod, thecorresponding POMimagesshowabicon-
tinuousphase structure(seeFig. 2a). It is interestingto
notethat no Hv scattering patternsandno corresponding
POM imagesare available in this time period (t a 5s)
(seeFig. 2b). That is to say, only the isotropicconcentra-
tion fluctuations,but almostno orientation fluctuations,
canbeobserved in thebeginningof SD.This characterof
SDmechanismqualitatively agreeswith ourpreviousthe-
oretical prediction aboutthe SD mechanismin isotropic
spinodalregion20). Af ter 5 s, the Vv scattering intensity
increases, the “spinodalring” graduallyshrinksandturns
out to be an anisotropic “two-fold symmetry” pattern24).
In the mean time (t F 5s), the Hv scattering pattern
appearsas a “four-fold symmetry” pattern24) with maxi-
mum intensity in the directionof the odd multiple of the
azimuthal anglel = 458. ThecorrespondingPOMimages
under Hv condition show that nematic LC droplets
emerge from the dark background. It indicatesthat the
LC-rich phase undergoes isotropic-anisotropictransition
becausethe LC concentration in the LC-rich phase
increasesandcrossesover theN-I transition line.

SDkineticsin theanisotropicspinodalregion

To investigatetheSD kineticsin theanisotropic spinodal
region, the sample containing 91.8 wt.-% E7 was

quenchedfrom 708C to 258C, i. e., quenching into the
anisotropic spinodalregion, which is located in the right
side of the N-I transition line. The time-dependent Vv
and Hv scattering patterns are shown in Fig. 3a and 3b.
A “two-fold symmetry” Vv scattering pattern appears
whentheevolutiontime is lessthan3 s(t L 3s). It reveals
that the anisotropic structure hasalready formed in this
period due to high LC concentration (91.8 wt.-%). The
formation of anisotropicstructurecanalsobe confirmed
by the birefringencepatternof POM andthe appearance
of the “four-fold symmetry” Hv scattering pattern. Both
the Vv scattering patternand the Hv scatteringpattern
collapserapidly to a small diameter, andtheir intensities
increasecontinuously with time evolution. It seemsthat
orientationordering andphaseseparation may takeplace
simultaneously anda couplingbetweenconcentrationand
orientation fluctuationsexists. As predicted by our pre-
vious theory20), the phaseseparationprogressessponta-
neously faster in the anisotropic spinodalregion than in
the isotropic spinodal region. The reasoncould be that
LCs in the highly orderedstatemight exclude the poly-
mer coils more strongly in the anisotropic spinodal
region. Therefore,it resultsin an increaseof the thermo-
dynamic driving force for phasesegregation and hence
thegrowth rateof thedomains.

In order to further compare the kinetic behavior
betweenisotropic and anisotropic spinodal regions, the
relationships of ln Im

Vv(t) vs. ln t andln Im
Hv(t) vs. ln t for the

SD behavior in the isotropic and anisotropic spinodal
regions are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. We

Fig. 1. Phasediagramof the mixture of E7/PSwith TNI = 308.05K, vLP = 410/T-0.57.
Themolecularweightof PSis 5100.Quench trajectoriesaregivenby thearrows.Solid
line (—): calculatedphaseequilibrium curve.Dashedline (- - -): calculatedisotropic-
anisotropictransitionline. Dotted line ( N N N ): calculated spinodal curve.Black solid
circles (0): experimentalpoints. Open triangle (H): critical LC concentration uc (89
wt.-%) wheretheN-I transitiontakesplaceat 258C
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Time-evolution of the SALS patternsand POM imagesof samplecontaining70.1 wt.-% of E7 in the isotropic spinodal
region.(a) Vv condition;(b) Hv condition.Theevolutiontime andthedirectionof thepolarizer (P)andanalyzer(A) areindicated
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Time-evolution of the SALS patternsandPOM images of sample containing91.8wt.-% of E7 in the anisotropicspinodal
region.(a) Vv condition;(b) Hv condition.Theevolutiontime andthedirectionsof thepolarizer(P)andanalyzer(A) areindicated
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obtainthe Im
Vv by measuring themaximum intensityin the

azimuthal angle l = 08 and 1808, i. e., the maximum
intensity of the “two-fold symmetry” Vv scatteringpat-
terns.Theintensitiesof Im

Hv areobtainedby measuringthe
maximumintensity in thedirectionof theoddmultiple of
the azimuthal anglel = 458, i. e., the maximum intensi-
ties of the four-fold symmetryHv scattering patterns. It
canbeseenfrom Fig. 4 that theHv scatteringintensityis
muchlower thantheVv scattering intensityin the isotro-
pic spinodalregion. However, in the anisotropicspinodal
region(Fig. 5), the initial intensity of theHv scattering is
higherthanthatof theVv scattering.

IV. Conclusions
We havedemonstratedthe SD kineticsof the mixture of
E7/PSin the isotropic and anisotropic spinodal regions
by time-resolvedSALSandPOMtechniques.Theexperi-
mentalresultsshowthattheSDbehaviors in two spinodal

regionsarequitedifferent. TheSDkinetics of themixture
of E7/PSin the anisotropic spinodal region progressed
much faster than that in the isotropic spinodal region.
Theseresultsagreewith theoretical groundsqualitatively.
In addition to that, in the isotropic spinodal region, the
isotropic concentrationfluctuationdevelopsfirst andthen
follows the LC orderingprocessin the LC-rich domains.
In contrastto that, in theanisotropic spinodalregion, iso-
tropic concentration fluctuation andLC orderingprocess
may take place simultaneouslyand a coupling between
concentrationandorientation fluctuationsexists.
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Fig. 4. Time-evolution of the scattering intensity of E7/PS
mixturecontaining 70.1wt.-% of E7 underVv (-0-) andHv (-9-)
conditionsin theisotropicspinodalregion

Fig. 5. Time-evolution of the scatteringintensityof E7/PSmix-
turecontaining91.8wt.-% of E7 underVv (-0-) andHv (9) con-
ditionsin theanisotropic spinodalregion


